In 2006, Poland and Romania embarked on renewed lustration programmes. These late lustration policies expanded the scope and transparency measures associated with lustration as a form of transitional justice. While early lustration measures targeted political elites, late lustration policies include public and private sector positions, such as journalists, academics, business leaders, and others in 'positions of public trust'. Given the legal controversy and moral complexity surrounding lustration, why lustrate so late in the post-communist transition and why expand the policies? The dominant explanation is that lustration is a tool of party politics and is a threat to democratic consolidation. However, the late lustration programmes do not fit this hypothesis neatly. The new laws have been restructured and packaged with other reform programmes, specifically anticorruption programmes. Late lustration has evolved to include economic and social, as well as political concerns. As such, some post-communist governments in Central and Eastern Europe appear to be trying to use lustration as a way to further the democratic transitions by addressing remaining public concerns about corruption, distrust, and inequality.
Introduction
We had free elections . . . we elected a free parliament, we have a free press, we have a democratic government. Yet . . . [t] here still exist and work the powerful structures of the former regime . . . Many places are governed by the same people as before. They are connected to managers of industrial enterprises. There exist immense bureaucratic colossuses that preclude rational economic behavior of individual enterprises and firms. The old bureaucracy persists in all levels. . .
Václav Havel, former President of the Czech Republic. 1 Lustration, or the vetting of former communist secret police collaborators from public office, is the Central and East European (CEE) variant of transitional justice adopted in different incarnations by many countries in the region since the fall of communism. Lustration policies, like other vetting policies, 'aim at excluding from public service persons with serious integrity deficits in order to (re-)establish civic trust and (re-) legitimize public institutions'. 2 This framing of lustration as well as the legitimacy and legality of lustration have been extremely controversial, both regionally and internationally. 3 Mismanagement of secret police files, salacious accusations about political leaders, illegally publicized personal information contained in the files, questions about the veracity of information, and the proliferation of rumours about wide-scale bureaucratic vetting in many countries in CEE all contributed to fears that lustration was a new form of purging masquerading as transitional justice. 4 Despite the contentious nature of lustration and many of the early programmatic problems, a wave of countries in CEE has recently opted for late or renewed lustration policies. In 2006, more than 15 years after the 1989 revolutions, both Poland and Romania embarked on new or renewed lustration policies. In 2004, Slovakia reengaged with its previously truncated lustration programme. 5 In 2004 Slovenia started lustration 12 years after independence, and Latvia renewed its lustration programme 13 years after independence. 6 In 2007, Macedonia instituted lustration laws 15 years after independence. 7 Even the Czech Republic has elongated and expanded the scope of its lustration policies since its initial law in 1991, most recently screening police officers and civil employees of police headquarters for former communist secret service ties. 8 What is driving this wave of late and renewed lustration? Why would countries that are between 12 and 18 years into the transition process decide to embark on morally contentious and logistically complicated lustration policies that could undermine the democratic transitions?
To explore these questions, this paper focuses on the cases of late lustration in Poland and Romania. These countries are interesting comparisons because they are at different stages in their economic and political transitions. Poland has twice the GDP per capita of Romania, and is farther along in its post-communist political consolidation than Romania. 9 They have different international constraints: Poland became a member of the European Union in 2004, while Romania became a member in January 2007 and continues to be strongly criticized by the EU for lack of progress in meeting anti-corruption and rule of law targets. 10 They had different approaches to lustration at the start of the transition, with Poland implementing a minimally invasive lustration policy early on, and Romania not adopting any real lustration. Yet, despite the different domestic political institutions, different levels of market reforms, different early approaches to lustration, and the different international constraints, both have chosen similar late lustration policies allegedly to accomplish the goal of democratic consolidation.
I show that in the cases of Poland and Romania, late lustration looks substantially different from early lustration programmes. Late lustration has expanded the scope and transparency levels of earlier lustration programmes, rendering late lustration a very different process with a different mandate. The screening and vetting measures no longer focus exclusively on political elites, but include a range of public, quasi-public and even private sector positions. The new measures target a different group of individuals -persons in 'positions of public trust,' broadly defined in social, economic, and political terms. Late lustration policies are reframed and implemented in conjunction with and in some cases as a substitute for anti-corruption measures. Lustration laws are being used by governments to address public frustration and inequity associated with the continued privileging of former communist elites across academe, business, politics and the media. They have been reconfigured with the hope that they can further some of the stalled components of the CEE democratic transitions.
Late lustration policies
Lustration is a form of vetting specific to CEE, and is narrowly defined as 'special public employment laws [to] regulate the process of examining whether a person holding certain higher public positions worked or collaborated with the repressive apparatus of the communist regime'. 11 The initial lustration programmes targeted agents of the communist secret services, and temporarily excluded them from key public offices based upon actual involvement or lying about that involvement. 12 Lustration was rationalized as a form of institutional and symbolic change. Institutionally it would result in bureaucratic turnover, removing individuals from positions of power, and symbolically it would demarcate a break with the past. Both processes are intended work in tandem to restore public trust in institutions. The implementation of lustration has varied across CEE, including truth revelation procedures, publication of information about previous regime involvement, and/or removal from positions of power. 13 However, this earlier limited definition of lustration, focused exclusively on public office holders or secret police collaborators, no longer captures the evolving nature of the laws. Lustration in practice can now include the screening of politicians, academics, cultural directors, and persons in 'positions of public trust' for previous secret police collaboration or regime involvement in order to determine their suitability for a range of public and quasi-public positions of power. Defining lustration as vetting of politicians no longer captures the reality of vetting in the region. Defining lustration as a process focused on ascertaining secret police collaboration also does not capture the criteria being currently used for employment exclusion. Therefore, early definitions which defined lustration in terms of who was vetted and the criteria on which they were vetted now poorly capture the more expansive and nationally situated process of lustration. and intent. First, the scope of positions requiring screening has broadened. Where early lustration programmes focused on political elites and political office holders in top positions of power, late lustration programmes also target lesser positions. Supporting positions in the civil service, and even positions of confidence in the public sector with links to political offices, such as academic positions, journalists, lawyers, school principals, the clergy, and bureaucratic posts are included in late lustration. 15 Restricting the private sector employment opportunities available to former secret service agents or collaborators expands the scope and scale of retroactive justice beyond ensuring the security of public institutions. 16 Late lustration is designed to address a larger swathe of society and a different range of institutions, not simply the political elites.
Second, there is more transparency and systemization in late lustration programmes than in the original lustration programmes. More public access to information is built into the programmes, with formalized agencies to safeguard and publicize the names of individuals. Some of the initial lustration programmes have been sullied because of the unofficial publicizing of names of 'collaborators' on the Internet, or the instrumental leaking of information about targeted people. Lustration was designed to be a legal process with due process safeguards and rights to appeal. When the process takes on an extralegal component, or spins outside the control of the agencies designed to safeguard the information and the process itself, lustration starts to look more like the media-hyped 'witch hunts' than a transparent rule of law process. The new laws aim to redress some of the previous problems by increasing transparency and mechanisms of accountability.
For example, Poland's initial lustration programme in 1992 was narrow in scope with limited information access. The tight control over information did not stop the names from being leaked to the press, thereby creating a sense that the lustration process was a 'witch hunt'. 17 The periodic leaking of names to the press worked to undermine the perception that lustration was done in a manner consistent with rule of law safeguards. Keeping information classified or away from the public can also undermine transparency and credibility. In Hungary, for example, the original lustration law was designed to keep information from the secret files classified for 30 years. 18 These failed early attempts to minimize transparency delegitimized the lustration laws. By enacting formal disclosure procedures to improve public access and information transparency, the late lustration programmes have consciously designed rules to try to safeguard the implementation and also the legitimacy of the laws.
Why choose renewed and expanded late lustration policies at this point in the transition? There are three possible hypotheses I will explore. First, governments are choosing lustration because they think it will promote good governance and further the democratic transitions. Second, political parties are choosing lustration as a tool against political opposition and challengers. Third, lustration policies are external cues or signals about the political, economic, and social reforms going on within the country and are designed for international audiences such as the European Union. These hypotheses are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
The following section both specifies and explains the logic supporting each of these hypotheses. The case studies of Poland and Romania will then explore the content and initial implementation of the laws in order to assess the relative merits of the explanations.
Why late lustration?
Promoting democracy: symbolic and institutional changes At its core lustration shares functional and normative features of, as well as moral and legal dilemmas associated with, other post-authoritarian transitional justice measures. 19 Despite the real moral and legal questions debated with all transitional justice measures, there remains a strong postulated connection between retroactive justice measures and democratic transitions. 20 CEE governments have situated themselves within this debate through their lustration policy choices. Many CEE governments claim that they are enacting lustration laws to improve the trustworthiness of public and certain private institutions as part of their larger efforts to promote democratic consolidation. In this framing, lustration positively contributes to the process of democratic consolidation both an act of symbolic politics and a tool of bureaucratic/institutional change.
The Council of Europe affirmed this interpretation in its 1996 resolution On Measures to Dismantle the Heritage of Former Communist Totalitarian System, highlighting how 'old structures and thought patterns have to be dismantled and overcome' through lustration and vetting policies. 21 The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has highlighted vetting in CEE as an example of constructive transitional justice policies in a post-authoritarian context. 22 Subsequent lustration cases heard by the European Court of Human Rights have upheld this interpretation about the positive relationship between transitional justice measures, specifically lustration, and democratic consolidation in the CEE context. 23 As such, despite the controversy surrounding the use and abuse of lustration in CEE, lustration policies remain situated in the larger debate about transitional justice measures in post-authoritarian environments and their relationship to democratic consolidation.
Drawing from the transitional justice literature, CEE governments might be enacting late lustration programmes to effect procedural and symbolic changes that have remained either problematic or neglected in their democratic transitions. Procedurally, late lustration might improve the trustworthiness of public institutions by prompting more extensive bureaucratic turnover and institutional change. In CEE, there is a strong correlation between current positions of economic and political power and previous positions in the communist regimes. 24 Many CEE countries have seen former communist elites continue to cycle into new positions of power, with lustration failing to effect the projected institutional changes. By 2002, 63% of current leaders in Romania were also political leaders before 1989. 25 O'Dwyer's work has examined how large-scale public administrative personnel additions can result in little reform and even counterproductive consequences, despite direct efforts to improve public institutions. 26 As Havel's quote from the beginning suggests, despite free elections 'the old bureaucracy persists in all levels'. 27 Economically, informal networks of former secret police officials continue to dominate economic activities. In Romania, it has been demonstrated that the most significant factor predicting membership in the new business elite was past membership in the communist elite. 28 In Poland the 'major corruption scandals mixing business and politics have generally involved individuals connected with the communist era secret police'. 29 Corruption levels have risen in Poland as economic growth has advanced, and popular dissatisfaction with public institutions has grown with increases in economic inequality. 30 Polish and Romanian academics have emphasized how informal understandings and unwritten agreements between current political elites and former elites in positions of economic power have created widespread perceptions that the transitions were unfair and incomplete. 31 Governments in the region are being pressed externally and internally to address corruption and inequality of opportunity issues.
Symbolically, the countries in CEE could also be using lustration policies to signal a break with the past. A symbolic break might be especially important in the case of negotiated settlements, or relatively peaceful regime transitions, in which a power-sharing agreement between opposition groups and the regime in power was negotiated. 32 The peaceful CEE 'Velvet Revolutions' are examples of negotiated settlements. However, there is growing debate in CEE about whether the price of peace in negotiated settlements was too high. For example, in the Polish case a 'thick line' was drawn between the past and the present, with no clear bureaucratic reorganization to demarcate the change. 33 Questions are arising about whether the concessions made at the Polish Round Table talks might have overly minimized retroactive justice concerns: 'Many on the right now regard the talks [Round Table] as a corrupt trade-off of power for impunity.' 34 Therefore, an optimal strategy for peace in the short term might have ignored retroactive justice concerns, perpetuating a sense of continued injustice in the new system.
According to this argument, governments choose expansive lustration late in the transition in order to effect political, economic, and social reforms that have remained problematic. What would the late lustration programmes look like to support this hypothesis? The programmes would be broader in scope than early lustration programmes. They would target a wider swathe of institutions and positions than simply national-level political elites. If the problems the government was trying to tackle were economic, social, and political in nature, the new laws would consider the competency and integrity of individuals in positions of power, broadly defined in economic, cultural, social, and political terms. Additionally, if lustration was designed to promote unrealized reforms in public institutions, the original focus on public positions would be expanded to include supporting institutions as well, such as quasi-public and in some cases private positions.
Symbolic changes might require a change in the narrative surrounding late lustration, with a focus on morality and renewal that had been less developed in the past. Symbolically, one might predict that lustration laws to cue off of politically and socially salient issues, directly addressing issues related to morality, equity, and injustice. In essence, the expanded laws would aim at both broad bureaucratic and administrative change, as well as tap into an important cognitive or symbolic component to citizens' perceptions of governance and public institutions.
Finally, if late lustration was designed to effect yet unrealized institutional reforms, the new programmes would specifically correct problems with previous lustration programmes. Those problems could be legal or moral. If legitimacy and credibility were problems with previous lustration programmes, the new lustration laws would directly address these problems by changing accountability mechanisms, improving transparency, and designing new oversight agencies in order to guarantee the fair implementation of the laws. As such, this series of hypotheses would suggest fundamental changes in the structure, intent, framing, and implementation of the late lustration laws, reflected in changes in scope and accountability.
Alternative hypotheses: political manipulation and international signalling Despite the intentions of the regional governments, 'the dominant view in the academic literature is that transitional justice is counterproductive because it interferes with the development of democratic institutions and market economies'. 35 Offe provides an arsenal of highly thought-provoking reasons why vetting, lustration, and other forms of transitional justice could undermine trust in public institutions and the goals of good governance. 36 The dominant explanation for late lustration fits within this alternative framing of lustration, highlighting how late lustration in particular is a function of party politics.
A narrowly defined party politics explanation would contend that lustration laws are politically manipulated by political parties in order to gain political advantage. This advantage could take the form of disadvantaging current or former political opposition, undermining the strength of certain candidates, personally advantaging one's own party, or bringing in a new younger cadre of politicians not associated with the communist past. 37 From this perspective, the laws are often described as 'weapon[s] for exacting revenge against opponents' or as means to 'demobilize lawful opposition to the present regime, or, quite simply, as a method to exact personal revenge'. 38 If lustration policies are elite-driven acts of electoral politics, these laws could undermine the process of democratic consolidation. If government motivations for lustration are duplicitous or selfserving, citizen perceptions of government won't change and government competencies won't change. Even worse, having political parties or politicians engage in blatant acts of political posturing for personal gain could undermine citizen trust in the very fledgling public institutions that represent them. Therefore, if this hypothesis holds true, it would suggest that late lustration might fail to promote or at worst could actively undermine the trustworthiness of public institutions and the process of democratic consolidation.
Testing this hypothesis is trickier than it appears. Lustration policies, like other transitional justice measures, are politically motivated. They are generally enacted by recently elected political parties or new political regimes, who then use their newfound voice to implement political changes. 39 Whether politically motivated laws become politically manipulated laws -laws used by a political party for personal advantage rather than to further democratization -is at the heart of the lustration controversy. The test of political manipulation is if the laws are wielded against political parties for personal gain, not whether or not they result from political turnover or whether there are political implications.
If a political manipulation hypothesis were to hold true, one would see the personal advantaging of the party in power who enacted the expanded or renewed lustration policies. If these policies resulted from party politics, one would expect to see these policies being largely elite-driven, benefiting political and economic elites. This would be especially true for renewed or expanded lustration, which would simply perpetuate cycles of political manipulation of the laws and consume time and resources without actually advancing a reform agenda.
This definition of party politics is intentionally narrow, in order to avoid the danger of an unfalsifiable and unverifiable party politics hypothesis. Lustration laws are political, and their impact will be political. Teasing out when the lustration laws are expanded in order to gain direct personal political advantage, from when the laws are expanded in order to effect political changes with possible indirect political implications, is admittedly complex. However, by focusing on direct rather than indirect political advantage and differentiating politically motivated laws from politically manipulated laws, one can explore whether a party politics hypothesis captures the dynamic of late lustration. Given that the motivation for the laws as well as the implementation of the laws is important to the process of creating trustworthy public institutions, this difference is critical.
A second alternative explanation is that lustration could be an external signal to foreign investors, international institutions and actors, and other EU member states that domestic reform programmes are continuing to move forward. The problem with focusing on external actors is that this could mean the policies don't resonate with domestic-level concerns. The legitimacy of the policies rests on the extent to which they are considered socially, politically, and economically authentic by CEE citizens. For example, in the case of Romania, perhaps lustration was an attempt to cue international actors, such as the European Union, that it was tackling economic and political reform issues, specifically its corruption problems, prior to joining in January 2007. Poland's flagging economic growth rates and rounds of political corruption charges pushed Poland down from its position as a vanguard of the Visegrád to an economic laggard. 40 Perhaps late lustration was an attempt to revitalize international investor interest in the Polish economy.
If the laws were designed for external rather than domestic actors one would expect them to be strongly supported by international actors and domestic affiliates of international bodies. One might expect to see some international reward from the laws, either directly tied to the lustration reforms or as an acknowledgment of the continued reform efforts. Signalling international actors about reforms could go hand in hand with changing citizen perceptions of the trustworthiness of their own public institutions. Therefore this explanation could complement the first explanation, but not the second.
The following sections will take up the cases of Poland and Romania in order to assess the relative strength of the explanations. The cases will try to address the question why late lustration? What late lustration might mean for democratic consolidation is taken up in the conclusion.
Poland Background
From the very beginning Poland has had a complicated relationship with its lustration laws. Various rounds of failed draft legal proposals, several leaked lists of collaborators, and cyclical repudiation of lustration and then adoption of laws, sometimes timed with the rise and fall of political parties, have all created a morally discordant and logistically haphazard approach to lustration. In 1989 the first parliamentary motion on lustration was passed, and in 1992 the first lustration attempt was made. However, it wasn't until 1996 that the Sejm (lower house of parliament) began work on a comprehensive draft law, and in August 1997 a screening law finally entered into force. 41 The lustration programme concentrated on screening rather than vetting people for collaboration with the Służba Bezpieczeństwa (SB) or the secret police services, so people were not removed from positions unless they were shown to have lied on their lustration certificates.
The law created a Lustration Court to verify the declarations of top officers, and to punish in the event of false statements. Some public officials resigned over collaboration allegations, but largely there was limited bureaucratic turnover. 42 The implementation of the 1997 lustration laws has been criticized as incomplete, non-systematic, and highly arbitrary, exacerbated by the lack of will on the part of the Courts to implement the law. 43 It was not even possible to recruit the 21 judges required to sit on the Lustration Court, thereby effectively stalling the implementation of the laws for some time.
The Institute of National Remembrance (IPN) was created in 1998 and charged with archive custodial functions, as well as responsibilities to assist with the review of collaboration claims and background reviews of public office seekers. 44 However, there were still substantial problems with management of information and implementation of the laws. Specifically, in 2005 a journalist stole an IPN unofficial list of up to 240,000 'collaborators', nicknamed 'Wildstein's List', and posted the information on the Internet. The list was not credible, proved highly inflammatory, and was timed to coincide with the 2005 round of elections. 45 At this point, the original truth telling nature of the programme had become sullied by electoral politics. When Lech Kaczyński decided to make 'building a new moral order' Law and Justice Party's platform in 2005, the unpredictable and at times arbitrary nature of the previous lustration programmes had undermined the credibility of the laws.
Late lustration in Poland
By 2006 Polish lustration had been described as 'no lustration at all'. 46 Lech and Jarosław Kaczyński of the Law and Justice Party partially blamed the widespread corruption and cronyism on the former spy network and its continued influence on Polish society, faulting the lack of a true retroactive justice element to the transition. 47 At Lech's inauguration he reiterated his moral cleansing mission: 'Poland absolutely needs to establish moral order, and this moral order means also our efforts to deal with the burden of the past by rejecting it . . . This can be achieved by political screening. Vetting must be carried out with all determination.' 48 Thus, the goal of building a new moral order was directly tied to a new lustration programme. In November 2006 a new lustration plan was ratified, and it went into effect on 15 March 2007. The new programme substantially expanded the scope and transparency of previous lustration efforts.
The scope of the vetting programme changed in two ways. First, the types of positions for which vetting would be required expanded. The previous screening laws applied to ministers, members of parliament, and senators, essentially traditionally defined public office holders. The new laws would require the screening of 53 categories of workers or persons in 'positions of public trust', including teachers, academics, journalists, state company executives, school principals, diplomats, lawyers, police, and other broadly defined civil servants. 49 This was consistent with early drafts of the 1997 law, which had never come to fruition. 50 One of the areas of 'public trust' controversially omitted was the clergy. 51 Second, the definition of collaboration also changed, loosening the conditions under which 'collaboration' could be found. 52 This definitional change would classify people as collaborators who had contact with or were harassed by the secret police. This was a politically charged decision because it overturned a 2000 Supreme Court ruling that decided this level of involvement did not constitute collaboration.
With the expansion in scope, a greater number of persons would be screened. The previous lustration law required screening of approximating 27,000 senior office holders. By contrast, the new vetting law would require all Poles born before 1 August 1972 and in positions of 'public trust' to complete a vetting certificate. Depending on the final implementation of the law, this could include anywhere from 300,000 to 1.5 million people, with the figure 700,000 routinely cited. 53 It is estimated that implementation of the laws, as currently drafted, could take ten years. 54 As before, individuals who lied about their regime involvement would be banned from certain public employment positions for ten years. However, the longer time period for implementing the laws suggested a commitment to a longer lustration process than before.
The new laws increased the transparency of the lustration programme. The original lustration laws shielded information from publication for 30 years, with information being declassified on 1 January each year. 55 Under the new law, the security service files would be published on the Internet. Employers would also be required to verify that they had vetted their employees. This expanded the locus of responsibility from the individual alone to the individual and the employer. 56 It increased the public nature of the laws and provided a built-in enforcement mechanism.
In May 2007, before the 15 May deadline to file lustration declarations, the Constitutional Court struck down elements of the expanded scope of the new law. It argued that both the categories of individuals and the definition of collaboration were too expansive, and the lack of a right to appeal to the Supreme Court was unconstitutional. 57 Specifically, it argued against the retroactive nature of the lustration law, a verdict that resonates with the main debates in transitional justice. Therefore the expansive scope of the new lustration programme, which was the crux of the lustration reform, was ruled unconstitutional in many respects. The Court asked the current government to review the laws in order to make changes that would bring them into compliance with the Polish Constitution. Despite the Civic Platform victory in November 2007, in which Jarosław Kaczyński was replaced as prime minister by Donald Tusk, the president has said he would continue with his previous mandate and is drafting another lustration law. 58 How this issue will be resolved is presently uncertain. However, the original question remains, why late lustrate so late in the transition?
Why lustrate?
This paper has suggested three possible reasons why a government would choose expanded lustration: 1) to try to create confidence in the trustworthiness of public institutions in order to promote democratic consolidation; 2) as a way to disadvantage political competition; and/or 3) as an international signal about reform efforts. Which does the legal structure of the laws and popular perception about the laws suggest is the dominant explanation?
First, if the new laws were designed to promote institutional trustworthiness, they would target the political, economic, and social institutions of public trust, rather than focus myopically on the political elite. Institutionally speaking, the new laws were broadly aimed at 'positions of public trust'. They were not targeting the political office holders as they have in the past. Laws targeting journalists or academics or school principals are not tools to offset the power of rival political parties. The new laws were targeted at a much larger swathe of society, suggesting they were addressing bigger issues of justice, economic and political equality, and social privileging. Targeting positions that are not directly linked to public office holders does not support a hypothesis that a party in power was using the laws to disadvantage political competition.
Second, if the new laws were trying to enhance the trustworthiness of public institutions, they would correct past problems with transparency. With limits on publicly available information or incremental revelations about files, the process has been criticized as arbitrary and non-transparent. This has fuelled fears of political manipulation. To combat this, the new laws would open all of the files and publish them on the Internet. This would prevent political blackmailing or secret information revelations. Kaminiski and Nalepa point out that the key factor distinguishing lustration from decommunization is the vulnerability to blackmail. 59 Removing selective access to information reduces this danger. As a show of transparency, the Kaczyńskis were some of the first to have their files publicized.
The Polish system does not disqualify people from positions because of past involvement; people who lie about that involvement are removed from office. Therefore, built into the structure is a control mechanism against overt political manipulation, but it is based on full transparency. Opponents of previous lustration have changed their minds, and endorsed the calls for increased transparency in the latest lustration programme. Michnik has called for the files to be opened, as a way to increase the transparency of the information. 60 Walesa took it upon himself to publish the files, accepting that full transparency of the information was the best way to move past this problem. As Walesa said, 'I got sick and tired of the constant accusations, doubts and insinuations being peddled by these people and decided to publish these materials for all to see'. 61 When calls for transparency are endorsed by previous opponents of lustration, and transparency of information is demonstrated by the party implementing the changes, this suggests motives other than political manipulation of the files for direct personal gain.
Third, if the lustration programmes were designed to increase institutional trustworthiness and promote democratic consolidation, they would address popular concerns about economic and political equity. The late lustration laws have become explicitly linked to anti-corruption programmes by the implementing governments. Late lustration proposals have been debated concurrent with and sometimes in conjunction with anti-corruption measures in parliament. Corruption has continued to be an enduring problem for all of the post-communist countries. Not only have corruption levels increased in CEE, but there is a marked increase in the salience of corruption as a political issue in the region. 62 As Table 1 shows, measures of corruption and perceptions of corruption have gone up over time in Poland.
By linking lustration with anti-corruption measures, the expanded justice programme is aimed at redressing continued economic and political nomenklatura networks. The economic inequalities and continued aggrandizing tendencies of the Polish elites were two important motivations cited by the current Polish government in the enactment of the 2007 lustration law. 63 The continued perception that some people remain above the law have contributed to low levels of citizen trust of the new public institutions. 64 For example, the richest Polish businessmen today had extensive contacts with the security services prior to 1989, a charge repeated by former Interior Minister Antoni Macierewicz. 65 Those Polish secret police agents who did not make it through the vetting process successfully ended up in private security companies, business and the Mafia. 66 This allowed former secret service networks to persist and flourish in the private sector -one of the reasons why the expanded lustration law has also targeted related private sector positions. There remain public questions regarding how the fortunes of the rich were accumulated. This feeds a perception that prior regime collaboration has not only gone unpunished, but continues to economically and politically privilege a group of elites.
There was also a push for increased transparency and information about the Military Intelligence Service (WSI), a highly secretive agency that penetrated all aspects of political, economic, and social life including the media, universities, and social organizations. The new law required the screening of its agents as well as the disbanding of the agency itself. 67 The former Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz directly linked the major political scandals in Poland with the unreformed and unvetted intelligence service. 68 As one government official commented, 'This is the biggest bugbear: a lawless, unreformed communist era bureaucracy, that has escaped all political control.'
69 Given the nature of this organization and its continued links to business and political networks, its ability to avoid lustration for the past 18 years is rather remarkable and an indication of the flawed nature of previous programmes. It is also an indication of the desire of the new programme to tackle unresolved problems with the transition, even if they are politically sensitive. If the most influential business and political networks are going to be targeted, this cannot be politically advantageous in the short term to the party that implements these changes.
There is also interest in having the new lustration laws target past privatizations. Special investigations of certain privatizations have been raised, including a suggestion to allow the state to take over a company that was built 'unjustly or with communist connections'. 70 Investigating lingering economic injustices that might have gone unpunished thus far is consistent with a hypothesis that the laws are designed to redress problems in the transition and promote democratic reforms in post-communist societies.
Fourth, public opinion about lustration affects its relative utility. If lustration is intended to have a symbolic impact and therefore affect citizen perceptions of public institutions, it must resonate with the population as legitimate. In 1991, 38% of Poles supported lustration. In 1992 64% supported lustration policies, jumping over the one year period in which there were cycles of presidential intrigue. 71 In 1994, public opinion polls showed 75% of respondents thought SB collaborators should not occupy senior state posts. 72 From 1994 -1999 a clear majority of Poles favoured vetting key political officials for links with the SB, with only one in three opposed to lustration. 73 Even after several failed rounds of lustration in 2000, 52% of Poles thought lustration of presidential candidates was necessary, with 72% saying they thought it was important to know about the past of candidates, and 10% thinking that lustration policies in particular did in fact prove the trustworthiness of candidates. 74 More recent public opinion polls (2006) have shown that Poles favour the principle of vetting as 'an essential cleansing process' that was not carried out immediately after communism. 75 While these attitudinal indicators are not definitive, they suggest that late lustration is tapping into concerns that appear legitimate to the national population.
There is a collective sense that the past actively affects the political and economic reality of the present. A historian working at IPN explained, 'We cannot move forward . . . [until] we make sure that the people who shape our future are not implicated in the past.' 76 Universities preempted the enactment of the law, and starting probing their own staff with an eye toward 'the scores of academics [who] were zealous SB collaborators in the 1980s'. 77 If the late lustration policies were simply tools of political manipulation designed to advantage the political elite, they would actively opposed by the very agency that is the repository of files on the past. Universities would also protest the use of the files, which in many cases were going to require self-lustration and could negatively impact the university staff. Neither of these agents directly supports or advantages the party in power, which again fails to support an argument that the laws are politically manipulated to achieve party advantage.
Fifth, the media has broadly framed the new lustration laws as an attempt by the Kaczyńskis to purge an entire generation of older politicians from public office, and more narrowly as a tool of revenge wielded by the brothers against Solidarity in general and Lech Walesa specifically. 78 This characterization fits with a hypothesis that the laws are manipulated for personal political advantage by the party in power. However, arguments that the laws are party politics dressed up as transitional justice don't capture the nature of political cleavages or party politics in Poland well. While Poland has had substantial political turnover, there have not been clear anti-communist forces lobbying for lustration and pro-communist force arguing against it. Poland's lustration issues have not cleaved along what would be traditionally hypothesized party lines. 79 This time around, several prominent dissidents, including Walesa himself, have changed their minds and supported a more open lustration process for once and for all. Despite the political cycling that has gone on with lustration in Poland, there have been no clear winners. All parties have been harmed by the inability to implement transparent and fair transitional justice programmes.
One of the alternative hypotheses suggested that late lustration policies might be designed for external audiences, signalling positive changes in the domestic environment. However, there are potential negative economic consequences to this retroactive justice measure. The new laws called for the lustration of state company executives and business leaders. The Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), Poland's new unified banking corporate and financial markets regulating organization, feared that if board members and managers of companies were lustrated this could provoke financial uncertainty and possibly an economic downturn. 80 Moreover, the Council of Europe has explicitly questioned the legality of the expanded law and suggested that certain elements could undermine sound rule of law practices. 81 The Council of Europe's Commissioner for Human Rights explicitly criticized the new law saying 'it does not uphold the standards of a state based on rule of law and respect for human rights'. 82 In addition, the Helsinki Committee of Poland, a national affiliate of a broader international NGO community committed to upholding the International Helsinki Federation of Human Rights, formally questioned the legality of the expanded laws. 83 Given the negative political and economic reactions by the international community to the expanded lustration programmes, this does not support a hypothesis that the laws are designed as international signals about reforms.
In sum, the expansive scope of the new lustration law suggested a concerted effort to change the bureaucratic composition and competencies of institutions across political, economic, and social spheres. The laws appeared authentic to the population, and targeted social inequity, corruption, and economic inequality of opportunity that were of concern to the population. Both the transparency and accountability measures included in the new programme were substantial legal changes that would correct some problems with the implementation of previous lustration programmes. While no one piece of evidence about the laws is sufficient to prove that the leadership designed expansive late lustration policies to promote democratic consolidation, these three components together all affirm the same hypothesis. Late lustration laws look like reformist tools, designed and framed by the government as a way to create an institutional and symbolic break with the past in order to further the democratic transition. Whether a lustration programme will or could accomplish such a feat remains to be seen.
Romania
Romania presents an interesting contrast to Poland. Despite its having one of the most pervasive and active secret police presences in CEE, lustration has been almost non-existent in Romania. In terms of the nature of the transition, the bloody removal of Ceausescu was a far cry from the Round Table talks in Poland. Romania was not part of the Visegrád Group of early reformers, receiving the dubious distinction of 'the most corrupt among countries seeking accession to the [European] Union' 84 (see Table 1 ). In essence, Romania was in a different political, economic, and international situation from Poland, but opted for a similar late lustration programme. 'Why lustrate so late in the transition' is an equally compelling question for Romania.
Background
In March 1990, just months after the November 1989 revolution, the Proclamation of Timişoara called for lustration of the Communist Party nomeklatura and Securitate cadres. 85 Despite this early popular movement for transitional justice, Romania's first post-1989 president pardoned members of the Ceausescu family and high-ranking Communist Party members, thereby foreclosing that possibility. 86 By 1996, Romania had made the least progress of countries in the region in the screening of security personnel or pursuing transitional justice. 87 The first centre-right government came to power from 1996-2000, and initiated a series of transitional justice measures. In October 1999, the Ticu Dumitrescu Law was passed, creating the Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives (CNSAS) to oversee the secret police files, control public access to this information, and oversee compliance with the lustration measures. 88 The Constitutional Court rejected a challenge to the constitutionality of the law in November 1999. 89 The CNSAS was formed, but the substantial delays appointing council members, funding the body, giving it a place to function, or even providing it with the files, essentially rendered it symbolically important but institutionally ineffectual. 90 In 2004 the Justice and Truth political coalition pushed forward with a renewed lustration programme, supported by President Traian Basescu. In 2005, there were two parallel lustration initiatives in Parliament designed to build on this work: one more radical proposal from the National Initiative Party and the other a relatively more moderate, although still substantially expanded, proposal put forward by the National Liberals. The National Liberals' proposal was passed by the Senate in April 2006. 91 However, the Chamber of Deputies, which has the final say, 'has shelved the document indefinitely'. 92 In December 2006, President Basescu formally condemned the communist regime and in mid-May 2007 he once again affirmed his commitment to a comprehensive lustration programme. 93 At this point, it remains unclear what the status of lustration will look like.
Despite the legal morass, the CNSAS has continued to review files and issue rulings. Because the lustration law has not been finalized, the CNSAS's verdicts are largely symbolic, although they are believed to have moral value. 94 The work of the CNSAS and the lustration laws were challenged by the Constitutional Court in January 2008, which ruled that certain aspects of the CNSAS's work assumed juridical attributes that infringed on rights and liberties and were therefore unconstitutional. 95 The government adopted an emergency decree to overrule the Court and allow access to the files, thereby allowing the CNSAS to continue its work. 96 As with the Polish case, the future of the expanded lustration programme is not yet known.
Late lustration in Romania
Despite the murky future of the lustration programme in Romania, why late lustration is an important question. As in the Polish case, the Romanian laws expanded the scope and transparency of the laws. The scope of the laws increased in two ways. First, the list of positions requiring lustration widened, affecting politicians at national, regional, and local levels. While major political offices remain on the list, such as the president, parliament, and directors of government institutions, local regional positions would also be subject to lustration, including mayors, judges, inspectors, and local officials. Major security positions in the police and army at all levels were also included. In addition to traditionally understood political positions, the media, the clergy, and academics would also be subject to lustration. Moreover, managers of central or local cultural institutions would require lustration, as would other cultural figures and persons in 'positions of public trust'. 97 The expansion of lustration to quasi-private sector positions as well as cultural positions suggested that the new laws were broadly aimed at positions in civil society.
The definition of collaboration also expanded the scope of the proceedings. Collaboration sufficient to preclude employment possibilities includes active participation in the Romanian Communist Party and the Union of Communist Youth at national, regional or county levels. Work with the Council of Socialist Culture and Education in any propaganda capacity, for example, editors or secretaries in press institutions, would be prohibitive. Professors in party schools would be excluded, as would individuals who held ranking positions in banks or who worked in foreign currency operations. Finally, former Securitate officers, members of the militia and former judges would also be affected by the lustration law. In this way, both the scope of positions and the scope of collaboration expanded. Notably, collaboration does not hinge on secret police collaboration, thereby suggesting that the traditional definition of lustration no longer fits with the expansive nature of the proposed vetting programme.
The expanded scope has increased the consequent size of the vetting net. 1.35 million files have been transferred to the Council for review and declassifying. 98 Given the estimated eight miles of files, it could take ten years for the files to be revealed. 99 This would extend the process of lustration substantially into the future and refocus the laws away from a purely truth-revelation exercise.
In addition to the substantial changes in the scope of the laws, the government designed the new law to improve the transparency of the proceedings by removing the classified status from the archives of the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party and releasing the Securitate files to CNSAS. 100 This opened access to information, and freed files that had previously been classified for 40 years. Under the previous lustration programmes, only those files classified as 'political police' meaning people who collaborated with the Securitate could be lustrated. Part of the new lustration law involves potentially reclassifying all files as 'political police', qualitatively expanding the scope of information available, and therefore the depth and transparency of the lustration procedures. 101 Moreover, there are a number of actors now involved in the lustration process. The process is not centralized or controlled by a single locus of power. A multiplication of institutions became involved with the truth revelation/investigation process, including, two truth commissions, a presidential commission, and a government institute, as well as smaller fact-checking commissions which independently developed to verify the work of the national investigation commissions. 102 These multiple levels of accountability also suggest something fundamentally different about the transparency of the new lustration efforts.
Why lustrate?
The question 'why lustrate?' is equally compelling in the Romanian case. Does the Romanian case confirm a political competition hypothesis better than the Polish case? What national or international conditions might explain late lustration in Romania?
First, the scope of the new lustration programme in Romania was similar to the Polish case. The types of positions targeted went well beyond political elites, broadly addressing so called 'positions of trust'. The government defined these positions of trust to include local and regional political and economic officials, and persons in positions of cultural or moral authority, such as academics and journalists. In terms of institutional impact, it was designed for a maximal effect on public and quasi-public institutions at all levels. The laws appear to target the perceived problem of low levels of bureaucratic change. The laws do not ignore top-ranking political office holders, but they are not focused on this group exclusively. The wide purview of the laws suggests a larger reformist strategy aimed at both public institutions and the civil society institutions that support them. Moreover, the lustration programme explicitly addresses moral values and public trust, thereby tapping into the hypothesized symbolic intention of the laws in furthering the process of democratic consolidation.
The targeting of the clergy for lustration in the Romanian case is an example of the symbolic nature of the programme. The clergy has admitted to widespread collaboration with the Securitate, and has been included in the list of positions of trust to be lustrated. 103 The clergy is not directly affiliated or supported by a political bloc, therefore lustrating this category of individuals cannot be explained as a function of gaining direct political advantage on the part of the implementing party. Moreover, lustrating the clergy could negatively impact the party in power, since the church enjoys the highest levels of public trust of Romania's public institutions (83%). 104 The targeting of the clergy fits with the moral cleansing narrative being put forth to partially explain lustration. If lustration is hypothesized to catalyze both institutional and symbolic change, it would include these types of positions with moral resonance.
Second, if the new lustration law was designed to support the democratic transition, it would increase transparency and accountability in order to reduce the potential for the laws to be politically manipulated. The declassification of all categories of files and the strengthening of the power of the CNSAS suggest an attempt to correct information management problems. 105 As mentioned, there are many agents involved with the implementation of this programme, suggesting once again a lack of party orchestration of the process for direct political gain. In conjunction with the multiple sources monitoring lustration, there is a push by the government for more media openness with respect to politics as a whole and lustration in particular. 106 This also supports an argument that the government is trying to increase transparency in order to improve the legality and legitimacy of the process.
Third, Romania's lustration efforts were bundled with other reform programmes, including constitutional reforms, reformation of the political class, changes in voting structure to be more inclusive of minorities, and national security changes, suggesting a larger reformation mandate. 107 The lustration law was proposed and circulated in Parliament at the same time as an anti-corruption law. The anti-corruption proposal got caught in political fighting and expired before it could be acted upon. 108 Additionally, the lustration laws were adopted in conjunction with a draft law reforming the intelligence service. 109 After 1989, approximately 1600 former Securitate officers ended up holding key posts in the intelligence service. 110 As such, the packaging of lustration within the context of broader economic, political, social, and security measures points to a larger government reform mandate.
Romania suffers from low levels of citizen trust in government and high levels of corruption (see Table 1 ). Corruption thrives in all spheres in Romania and it is directly tied to the political class. Perceptions of corruption are fuelled by the pervasive belief that the people who contributed to the previous totalitarian regime continue to obtain legal and business advantages, with 80% of Romanians polled thinking that corruption levels grew or stagnated even after joining EU. 111 Since public office holders and industry leaders are largely drawn from former communist elites or Securitate informers, there is a belief that the lack of retroactive justice measures has perpetuated economic and political inequalities. The current laws directly address the perceptions of economic inequality and injustice by focusing on the lustration of economic positions of power, including financial institutions. By lustrating positions of both economic and political power across public and quasi-public institutions, the new laws take on the evidence that the former secret service networks remain in top political, economic, and social positions and are using their positions for personal gains.
The role of former Securitate officers in Romanian society today remains a subject of public anxiety. As Vladimir Tismaneanu, the head of the Presidential Commission for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania noted, 'people were perplexed noticing the thriving careers of proven Securitate collaborators'. 112 The Securitate have maintained powerful ties to business elites in the new regime: 'Romanian Securitate agents and activists were the first to benefit from an unregulated transition toward capitalism and a multiparty system.' 113 In 2006, the President of the Institute for the Investigation of the Crimes of Communism summed up the nature of regime change in Romania, 'In '89, only Communism was killed, but the former state security and Communist Party chiefs took the economic power.' 114 The continued involvement of former Securitate officers in political and economic networks fuels citizen perceptions that the transition was incomplete.
Finally, public opinion on lustration is mixed, reflecting a general sense of confusion about what will correct the problems in Romanian society. Student organizations have called for the lustration of deans and academics, and unions have lobbied for lustration of their leaders and representatives. 115 A civic association of journalists has pushed for lustration of the media. 116 In early 2006, 50% of citizens polled wanted lustration to immediately come into force, and more than half of citizens wanted the archives made publicly accessible on the internet. 117 However, only 43% thought lustration might be useful and 47% thought it might have no impact whatsoever. 118 A similar poll later in 2006 showed that 36% of persons polled felt that society would be 'cleaner and more honest' after lustration, with 33% showing an interest in revelations, and 47% showing no interest at all. 119 Given the mixed views on the impact of lustration, it does not appear likely that the party in power designed extensive and controversial lustration laws to tap into populist sentiments in order to gain a short term, direct political advantage.
However, a political manipulation alternative hypothesis remains compelling in the context of Romania. Domestic political fights over lustration and interparty Democratizationaccusations of collaboration have impacted all Romania's lustration efforts, and continue to block the implementation of ratified laws. 120 The 2006 lustration law proposal turned into a hotly contested and morally charged national debate, passing in the Senate by a single vote, and largely opposed by the political parties who were Communist Party holdovers. 121 Lustration changes were expected to affect at least 100 current MPs in Parliament, which would have substantially changed the parliamentary balance of power. 122 These events are all consistent with an explanation of lustration as a by-product of competition between political parties.
Nonetheless the evidence does not fit neatly into a party politics explanation. The primary supporters of lustration, the National Liberal Party, were politically disadvantaged by the laws. 123 They have been the party most affected by collaboration accusations, with top Liberal officials expelled from the party, including their very popular minister of culture, Mona Musca. 124 Basescu's 'explicit and categorical' condemnation of the previous communist system and its record of atrocities was also a politically precarious position to take in favour of lustration and transparency.
125 President Basescu's speech was received by a divided and hostile Parliament, and a December 2007 Public Opinion Barometer poll in Romania showed citizens still considered Ceausescu was the best political leader that Romania ever had. 126 Basescu pushed forward with the legal initiative and avoided an impeachment attempt only after a popular referendum.
127 This evidence does not fit with a political manipulation hypothesis, especially given the high potential risk for the president and the party initiating the reforms.
In addressing the question 'why lustrate?', the evidence for a political manipulation hypothesis is lacking. As predicted, there is some opposition to the policies by individuals and parties that might be politically disadvantaged. There is also opposition to the law from the Constitutional Court, which has debated both the appropriateness of all retroactive justice measures as well as the constitutionality of these specific lustration laws. However, neither of these supports an argument that the laws are designed and implemented to advantage a certain party at the expense of adversaries. The fact that the laws are politically motivated and contentious does not lead to the conclusion that they are political manipulated.
Finally, there is some evidence that the late lustration programme was partially designed or timed for international consumption. There was substantial signalling on the part of the Romanian president and prime minister about domestic efforts to clean up their oft-cited problems with corruption, especially right before the final accession negotiations in late 2006. 128 Therefore, it is possible that Romania's public posturing might have tipped the EU's assessment of Romania at a crucial moment in membership considerations. However, like Poland, the expansive scope of the lustration laws could violate freedoms protected by the European Union's Court of Justice, as well as international obligations under the European Charter of Human Rights and the International Labor Organization. Moreover, the EU has explicitly questioned whether lustration conflicts with underlying EU values. 129 Therefore, while it is possible that part of the lustration effort was designed to appease the international community's concerns about domestic corruption problems, given the international community's lack of clear support regarding the implementation of lustration in other countries, this would have been a highly risky strategy. In sum, the reasons for late lustration in Romania bear a strong resemblance to the Polish case, despite the different political, economic, and social conditions in the countries. The expansive scope of the Romanian laws, the types of positions targeted, the transparency improvements, and the proliferation of oversight agencies and mechanisms to monitor implementation of the laws all point to a government programme designed to effect broad institutional change, as well as symbolic change. As with the Polish case, lustration and anti-corruption efforts have been conflated in the political sphere. There is a link made between continued corruption and lack of transitional justice by the governments in the region. Lustration efforts are framed in this anti-corruption narrative, and conjoined with economic and political reform efforts. This all suggests that the government enacted late lustration in order to address the evidence and perceptions about economic, social, and political problems that have remained unresolved in the transition.
Conclusion: supporting or undermining democratic transitions?
Three findings arise from this comparison of late lustration programmes in Poland and Romania. First, late lustration looks substantially different from early lustration programmes and has a different more expansive mandate. Late lustration is aimed broadly at positions of public trust, spanning political, cultural, social, and economic positions. The programmes are not focused either exclusively or myopically on top political office holders, but include positions of trust at national, regional, and local levels. The criteria for collaboration were also loosened in both programmes, signalling a significant change in determining what level of previous secret police or even regime involvement would lead to employment exclusion. The two-pronged expansive scope tackles new policy goals, including anti-corruption and political privileging concerns. The policies are designed to complement and in some cases substitute for anti-corruption measures. Moral cleansing is a dominant theme in both programmes, with a focus on correcting lingering inequalities in terms of economic and political opportunities. This resonates with the symbolic change component of lustration's goals. The similarities of the programmes, the transparency safeguards, and the grouping of lustration with other reform efforts suggest a concerted attempt by the governments to change citizen perceptions of the institutional capacity and integrity of public and quasi-public institutions.
This analysis of the structure and intention of late lustration is an important contribution to the lustration literature, because it highlights the evolving definition of lustration and its intended impact. There remains much debate over the goals of lustration. As lustration expands to include non-political positions, or private sector positions, or changes the criteria for determining collaboration, this will impact the very way the term is used in the transitional justice literature.
Second, critics have charged that lustration laws are egregious examples of revenge politics, and therefore likely to undermine the democratic transition process. In some countries, lustration has looked very much like revenge politics. However, the evidence of late lustration in Poland and Romania neither supports a strong revenge hypothesis nor a limited hypothesis that the laws are timed or designed for direct political party advantaging. The transparency and accountability measures have changed in the late lustration programmes, directly trying to correct problems with secrecy and limited transparency in the past. In Poland in particular, previous opponents to lustration have changed their minds, and begun to endorse a transparent review of the past. Additionally, in both cases the party initiating the reforms was adversely impacted by the lustration programmes, which works against a traditional argument that lustration laws are tools of party politics designed to confer direct political advantage on the initiating party.
This is an important finding, because the assumption that the laws are politically manipulated a priori sullies an assessment of their impact. This study has tried to disentangle politically motivated laws from politically manipulated laws, highlighting how conflating the two results in sweeping and possibly erroneous assumptions about lustration. Lustration has been prone to political manipulation, but that must be proven not assumed up front.
Third, originally it was thought that lustration needed to be done at the start of the transition or it would be ineffectual and maybe even detrimental to democratic reforms. However, this new evidence does not support the original contention. The waves of late lustration across the region, from Macedonia and Slovenia to Latvia and Slovakia, suggest that CEE countries might be turning to lustration as a way to correct some of the problems associated with post-communist transitions. Even countries that instituted transitional justice measures early in the transition continue to grapple with retroactive justice concerns. In 2007, both the Czech Republic and East Germany moved forward with expansive transparency measures to improve an understanding of, access to, and use of secret police files as part of their continuing programmes addressing retroactive justice concerns. 130 All of this shows that the timeline for transitional justice in the regime is much more fluid than originally thought. Lustration is resonating with a symbolic and institutional sense that something about the democratic transitions is incomplete.
Whether these expansive late lustration policies will actually improve citizen perceptions about the trustworthiness of public institutions and contribute to democratic consolidation is the subject of future inquiry. In both the Romanian and Polish cases the actual implementation of the laws remains contentious. Bad implementation could undermine the goal of good governance. Lustration could be the latest misplaced panacea for problems with the transition. This paper addresses the first order question, 'why late lustration?' It has shown that the structure and context for the late lustration programmes suggest reformoriented policies to support the democratic consolidation process in the region.
